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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Increasingly, scientists are tackling the challenges of big data and analytics to
make better decisions for much of modern activity. Weather forecasting is one of the
applications relying on the power of big data, for example, predicting killer tornadoes.
An important capability in weather analytics is to identify and track events over time.
Events of weather include hurricanes, blizzards, dust storms, ash plumes from volcanic
eruptions, Somali Jet, Mesoscale Convective Systems, fires and others. A single event
may be influenced due to changing environmental conditions [?]. It may evolve over
hours or even days, and may move over significant distances (e.g., thousands of miles).
With the given dataset our objective is to track Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCSs). A mesoscale convective system (MCS), according to the definition of
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [?], is “a collection of
thunderstorms that act as a system”. Fritsch et al. [?] showed MCSs account for
30 to 70 percent of precipitation during annual warm season over the central United
States. Figure 1.1 shows an example of MCS developed over Nebraska in 2008. MCSs
can be dangerous and can produce severe weather such as flooding, hail, lightning,
wind gusts, and particularly tornadoes. MCSs have been studied with the goal to
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Figure 1.1: A large Mesoscale Convective System developed over Nebraska during
the pre-dawn hours on June 24th, 2008 [?]. In this satellite image, red to black color
enhanced regions make up the MCS and represent a serious cloud shield responsible
for weak tornadoes and heavy rains.

find distinguishing characteristics between tornadic (i.e. tornado producing) and nontornadic MCSs [?].
Our algorithm intends to track MCS event to help weather scientists quickly
find the distinguishing characteristics between tornadic and non-tornadic MCSs, so
that they can predict and analyze tornado-producing storms.

1.1

Challenges

Although real-time observations of severe weather events have been well studied decades ago using the systems like GOES [?] and NEXRAD [?], real-time event
tracking is not yet feasible due to high cost of computation and high consumption of
memory. Nowadays, operational and numerical weather predications do not associate
with a good representation of MCSs. Adding or updating frames with MCS events
is a difficult task. Domain experts do not have appropriate software tools for fast
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generation of MCS events. More importantly, post-analysis of the weather data with
different criteria and different datasets is often required. Performance of post-analysis
is important to weather scientists. For example, MCSs are typically generated using
a rain threshold in radar data or a cloud top temperature threshold in infrared data.
We get very different results when changing the threshold (different researchers may
not agree what threshold is most appropriate). In such cases, generation of MCS
events may be performed frequently.
Amount of data to be processed depends on application - what is being observed and what is the end goal of the analysis. Typically, when domain expert talk
about storm tracking they want to at least track over the duration of the longest lasting storms which can be over weeks or even months. From a climatology standpoint,
the time frame is typically decades, as far back as the data is available.
The prime challenge is how to fast label the datasets and increase the performance of MCS generation. MCS events may generate, merge, move together or
diverge over the period of time. To define MCS events and track their developments,
the core technique relies on the algorithms for computer vision, which can identify objects within images or label areas of interest. Connected Component Labeling (CCL)
algorithm is commonly used for such purpose, for example in [?]. CCL algorithm
is able to find regions of rainfall that are in the same system and label them accordingly. However, CCL algorithms would be very time-consuming for time-varying
datasets. Although parallel solutions on GPU architectures do exists, the GPU algorithm for the datasets that is over memory limit has not been successfully achieved.

3

Section 1.1.1 and Section 1.1.2 provide details of the research questions we would like
to solve in this paper.

1.1.1

CCL Algorithm for Unbounded Time Frames
In earth science applications, CCL algorithm is applied to either 3D (X, Y, T )

or 4D (X, Y, Z, T ) datasets, where T is the number of time frames. While the spatial
dimension is fixed in size, the time dimension T is essentially unbounded. Applying
CCL algorithm over an unbounded dimension is not fast, and it is even more challenging because the connectivity of regions dynamically changes as MCSs develop over the
time. Another challenge is that, even though a real-time processing of those frames is
possible, however, this proves unfruitful as various parameters of measurement may
change which requires us to reprocess the entire dataset. Thus we need a quick and
efficient method of reprocessing large amount of data.
The GPU implementation of CCL algorithms for a single frame has been
proposed (e.g., [?, ?]). In our application, we need to extend a 2D algorithm for
processing a sequence of frames - connections identified not only in a frame but
may also across frames. Approaches, such as [?, ?, ?], find connected components
in 3D neighborhoods, but they rely on recursive operations, where data is labeled
progressively from the beginning to the end frame. Dependency exists between frames,
so overlapped labels in later frames are not safe to merge prior to the completion of
previous frames. Such dependency prevents data parallel computation on GPU and
would make big data processing extremely time-consuming. The challenge here is
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how to remove the dependency so that the fine-grained GPU architecture can be
fully utilized to gain a significant performance boost.

1.1.2

Limited GPU Memory
GPU have very limited memory in comparison to CPU. Even the latest NVIDIA

GeForce GTX TITAN Z has 12GB of GPU memory. This is small compared to highend CPU systems with more than 64 GBs of memory. This make loading and solving
big data in GPU a challenge. However, comparing the cost of high-end computing
system with low cost GPU based solution, a GPU card comes at about $150-$500 in
contrast to very expensive cluster systems, this makes pursing a GPU based big data
solution worth while. For this purpose, special data processing pipeline needs to be
developed to move data to and from hard disk and GPU memory via CPU memory
i.e. RAM. This pipeline is specific to the problem in hand. In our case, we need to
go through large volume of weather data multiple times to obtain the final result.

1.2

Contributions

In this thesis we propose a two phase technique to apply CCL to large volume
of sequential weather data. The data to be processed is very large to be loaded in
GPU memory or CPU memory for that matter, so a significant portion of data to
be processed always resides in hard disk. Also, due to inherent dependency between
frames, proposed algorithm needs to analyze all the frame to generate the final result.
So to tackle the large amount of data to be processed in GPU and handle the
dependency between the frames, we propose a batch-wise CCL technique where data
5

to be processed is divided into small chunks (batch), small enough to be processed
in GPU at once. These batches are then connected using novel merge and relabel
technique using a specially modified hash table data structure. At the end, through
multiple iterations of merge and relabel a consistent connected component labeling is
achieved for the dataset.

6

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In a broad view, this research is categorized into the area of feature tracking
throughout time-varying datasets. It extracts regions of interests and allows domain
experts to track and analyze the region evolutions over time. Areas involving feature
tracking for time-varying data include human motion analysis [?, ?, ?], video surveillance [?, ?], fluid dynamics simulation [?, ?], etc. Related to our research, we are
particularly interested in previous work for component labeling of time-varying imagery data on the GPU. In this chapter, we give a brief overview of GPU architecture
in Section 2.1, and then a review of component labeling techniques in Section 2.2.

2.1

Introduction to Graphics Processing Unit

Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) started out as a co-processors that took
the compute intensive task of graphics rendering and image processing away from
CPU and provided a very high speed graphics computation. Its high throughput
hardware design and Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) programming model
allows millions of arithmetic operations to be carried out in a matter of seconds. Figure 2.1 shows floating-point operations per second for the CPU and GPU. NVIDIA
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Figure 2.1: Floating-Point Operations per Second for the CPU and GPU [?]

GeForce 780 Ti can carry out more than 5250 giga-floating-point operations per second (GFLOP/s). Programmers soon realized this computational power of GPU and
started to map computationally intensive tasks to GPU. However, initial mapping required to re-think the problem in terms of textures and operate them using shaders.
Not all computational model generated visual results. GPU vendors soon began to
develop high level programming framework that tapped into this raw GPU computation power for general purpose and spur a new branch of General Purpose GPU
(GPGPU) computing for solving problem with substantial parallelism.
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is a high level programming
framework developed by NVIDIA for carrying out general purpose computation on
its GPU’s. After its release, it has been used for wide range of parallel computational
tasks like fluid simulation, machine learning, image processing, etc. In this model,
a thread defines a unit of parallel computation. Each thread can access a small
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collection of registers known as local memory . A group of threads called block run
on one of the thousand cores in GPU. Thread in a block share a common memory
called shared memory and they can be synchronized. Each thread in a block can
follow a different computational path, however, a block terminates only when all of
the threads in the block terminate. Each block runs independent of other blocks and
blocks are scheduled to run on different cores by internal scheduling mechanism. This
allows us to have more blocks than the available number of cores. It also provides a
highly flexible programming model that can be used to write parallel GPU programs
which can run on different GPU cards from NVIDIA. All threads can access the
global memory also called GPU memory. Threads cannot access CPU memory i.e.
RAM as such any data to be processed must be transfered to GPU memory from
CPU memory. An instance of GPU program terminates when all the blocks complete
execution.
A good GPU implementation is characterized by high parallelism between
threads in a block with clever memory utilization through optimized local, shared
and global memory accesses. GPU provides a low cost high speed computational
solutions compared to more massive designs like Massively Parallel Processors, Clusters, Supercomputers, etc. GPU accelerated programs leverage on GPU for compute
intensive task along side CPU.

2.2

Component Labeling Techniques

Component labeling techniques were first introduced to image analysis to extract connected regions and further to identify meaningful patterns or objects. A
9

labeling operation assigns a unique label to all foreground pixel in the connected
region. The classical labeling algorithm dates back to 1960s used in computer vision [?]. The goal was to determine connected components in a binary image and
assign unique labels to each of them [?]. CCL algorithms have been applied to many
research areas such as text detection and recognition [?], 3D medical imaging [?],
human body feature recognition [?], etc.
Traditional CPU based CCL algorithms involve one or more passes over the
image. Haralick [?] described a multi-pass CCL algorithm using neighborhood propagation. This technique involves multiple forward and backward raster scan passes
through the image until there is no label change. The number of passes depends
on the nature of the image being processed. Rosenfeld and Pflatz [?] described a
two-pass CCL algorithm, which requires only two iterations. The first pass labeled
the foreground pixels in raster scan order and recorded label collisions in an equivalence table. The equivalence table was then resolved using search algorithms, such as
the union-find algorithm presented by Fiorio and Gustedt [?]. The equivalence table
was used in the second pass to rewrite the initial labels assigned during the first pass.
Much success was achieved by adapting CCL based on the label equivalence presented
by Suzuki et al. [?] for CPU. The major draw back of equivalence based approach is
that memory requirement for storing label equivalence table can grow significantly,
according to the complexity of regions in the image being processed. Chang et al. [?]
later proposed a single pass algorithm to label the image using contour tracing technique. This algorithm was proven to perform better than the equivalence table based
algorithm, and it required less memory. The single pass algorithm was later extended
10

for streamed data labeling by Bailey and Johnston [?]. Walczyk et al. [?] gave a review
of various of CCL algorithms regarding the performance and memory requirement:
single pass algorithms stood out in performance, and the contour tracing algorithm
was found suitable for real-time processing and required less memory than those twopass algorithms. Isenburg and Shewchuk [?] proposed a highly scalable algorithm for
applying CCL to large binary 3D grids. They expand upon Franklin and Landis’
algorithm by designing a streaming based technique were once a component has been
fully identified and its associated parameters like volume and surface area has been
computed, any data structure associated with that component is deleted. This frees
up memory to be used for later components. Their algorithm is able to compute
various statistics for the components detected in a streaming fashion. It can also
produce labeled image by using addition steps that utilizes data structure generated
during streaming process. However, all CPU based algorithms suffered because of the
limitation of sequential executions. When processing gigabytes or even terabytes of
time-varying data, CPU implementations cannot meet the demands of performance.
To increase the performance of large data labeling, parallel CCL algorithms
have been proposed; but most of them are specific to certain computing architectures
or applications. They were not developed for ordinary computing platforms. For
example, Lin, et al. [?] proposed a dual-parallel method on a scalable architecture,
where an image was divided into pieces and the CCL algorithm was carried out for
each slice independently in parallel. A global forest data structure was introduced
to put the results of pieces together. Michael et al. [?] described a high-throughput
FPGA architecture. The algorithm applied on this architecture partitioned the image
11

into several vertical image pieces and were processed in parallel. However, instead of
merging the results of pieces at the very end, they were merged on the fly by detecting
the merging regions that span through multiple pieces. Hardware implementation of
CCL were generally limited to small images mainly due to memory restrictions.
More recently, GPU devices have become a popular platform for massive parallelism at a low cost. The capability for general-purpose computation on the GPU
has made many sequential implementations possible to be transplanted to GPU based
implementations. Several attempts have been made to adapt sequential CCL algorithms to the GPU. Hawick et al. [?] presented a neighborhood propagation approach
that propagated the lowest label repeatedly until all pixels in the region got the same
value. A GPU thread was launched for each pixel and found the the lowest label in the
pixel’s neighborhood. Though this approach had a low memory requirement, it was a
slow GPU implementation. Hawick et al. [?] and Kalentev et al. [?] presented row-col
unify approaches that were similar to the neighborhood propagation approach. Their
approaches took place along row and column alternatively until all regions were label.
A single GPU thread handled a row or a column propagation, which made them unsuitable for large images. Row-col unify approaches required multiple iterations and
had high memory requirement due to the need of storing label references. A GPU
implementation of the union-find algorithm was described by Stava and Benes [?]. It
showed that directly adapting conventional CPU union-find algorithm to the GPU
architecture was inefficient due to uneven memory access patterns. To circumvent
this problem, Stava and Benes used a block-wise (tile) approach that applied the
union-find algorithm to small tiles, and then repetitively merged them by merging
12

their boundaries. Hawick et al. [?] also implemented a three phase CCL on GPU using
the label equivalence technique. It avoided the long equivalence list. This approach
required multiple iterations of kernel calls to complete the process of labeling, but
the number of iterations is much less compared to the neighborhood propagation or
row-col unify approaches. Jung and Jeong [?] extended this approach by converting
the equivalence list to a label array and adding an additional link phase to merge
fragmented components before moving to next round of processing. This reduced the
number of iterations and made it better suitable for large data size.
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CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

This chapter gives an overview of our approach. Figure 3.1 illustrates major
processing phases and their execution order. The time-varying dataset handled by
this approach is too large to fit into the GPU memory. To identify the connected
components in it, the dataset is divided into small batches. Each batch contains only
a portion of successive fames, large enough to fit into GPU memory.
Data batches are sent from CPU to GPU one by one. Our 3D CCL algorithm
is designed for the GPU parallel architecture. It is applied to each batch after the
frames of the batch reside in the GPU memory. The CCL algorithm labels the frames
in parallel with a pixel-level parallelism. The memory-constrained data partition
method results in different label values in a continuous region when it crosses multiple
batches. Thus, the connectivity of regions in the entire dataset is broken after the
frames of batches are labeled independently. We use a merging algorithm to resolve
this connectivity issue and reconnect those fragments in a pixel-level parallelism.
Connectivity between batches is identified and stored into a memory-efficient data
structure on the GPU. As a result, by accessing the information of connectivity, the

14
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Figure 3.1: Overview of our approach. Note that data transfers are performed
sequentially and per-thread operations are performed in parallel on GPU.

fragments in different batches that should be in the same region are joined together by
assigning them with an identical label. This is also done with a pixel-level parallelism.
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CHAPTER 4

CONNECTED COMPONENTS IN DATA SEQUENCE

Connected component labeling (CCL) is a task of finding connected regions in
input data. CCL algorithms for processing 2D images are mature; they are usually
implemented on the CPU with sequential executions. Certain CCL algorithms have
been transplanted with parallel implementations on GPUs by removing the data
dependencies of traditional CPU based algorithms. Extending parallel CCL of 2D
data to 3D data is fundamentally important for video processing or other types of
time-varying data, where connected components not only exist in a single frames but
may also expand to a few continuous frames. As shown in Figure 4.1, sequential
frames can be seen as a volume with adjacent elements assigned the same labels.
Because of the vast amount of data, the computation involved in the labeling
process is time-consuming. For example, the weather data used in our thesis project
was generated for every 5 minutes by National Weather Service (NWS). There are
about 288 frames generated for each day. The dimension of each data frame is 7000 ×
3500. This data collection process can go forever day and night. In theory, the size of
this kind of time-varying data is infinite, and each time step contain over 20 million
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Figure 4.1: Sequential data frames represents a volume. Connected components
extends over multiple frames and are labeled the same.

grid points. Thus, We present a parallel algorithm to speed up the computation of
CCL for such massive time-varying data.
Our parallel CCL algorithm is designed for GPU architectures and inherits the
idea presented by Jung and Jeong [?]. Their CCL algorithm labels 2D data and can
handle large images on GPU with efficient memory management. They use the idea of
label equivalence technique described by Hawick et al. [?]. Their algorithm transforms
the label equivalence array to label array using a six phase iterative algorithm. They
also introduced a link phase to detect and merge fragmented components to reduce
the number of iterations required by the algorithm. Fragmented components are part
of the same connected component that have been labeled differently during the label
process and need to be merged together. These two techniques together make the
execution fast and memory efficient for 2D images.
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We adopt three phases to carry out CCL for a successive frames of data. Each
frame is assumed to contain data elements in a grid-like fashion. In the following
sections (Section 4.1 - Section 4.3), We describe each phase in detail.

4.1

Initial Labeling

Many scientific data generated by domain experts usually contain redundant
information that are not scientifically interesting. For example, the raw radar data
usually measures ref lectivity [?] of each point in the scan area. During this measurement noises like birds, dust, etc. also gets recorded. These noises are removed during
post processing. Also, measured parameters like ref lectivity is then converted to
rain rate, wind speed, etc. The first step is to separate the redundant information
from those meaningful. Connected components only exist in the layer of meaningful information. Removing the redundant information can reduce the computation
cost. Assuming the given dataset is 2D, each pixel is assigned with a unique label
index in raster scan order (row-wise order). Starting at the first frame, label indices
continuously increase and are applied to pixels across all the frames. Note that if a
pixel belongs to the background, the corresponding label index is not registered to
the pixel; instead, it is marked with an invalid value (e.g., -1), indicating it will not
be classified into any connected components.
The process of initial labeling can be easily mapped to the GPU architecture.
Each GPU thread handles one pixel. While all threads take the same kernel instructions, GPU programming models, such as Nvidia CUDA, implicitly give each thread
a unique index to distinguish between each other. In CUDA, threads are organized
18

in a dimensional structure, where a programmer has to define the number of threads
per Block and the number of blocks per Grid. Build-in variables in the kernel return
the thread index in the domain of the block that it belongs to. With the known
dimensions of Block and Grid, the global index of the thread can be retrieved using
index offset operations [?]. This global thread index is the label index that should be
assigned to the corresponding foreground pixel.

4.2

Checking Connectivity and Finding the Root Label

The core technique for CCL algorithms is to evaluate the connectivity between
a pixel and its neighbors. In our case, pixels are either background or foreground,
and connectivity is considered only for foreground pixels. If a neighbor pixel of a
foreground pixel is also foreground, they should be in the same component. Traditional methods to label such connected components are based on the concept of graph
traversal. Starting from the first foreground pixel, all connected pixels are recursively
labeled to the same component as this pixel; then it moves to next unlabeled one and
repeats. The whole process stops when all foreground pixels have been labeled to a
component. As we can see, the data dependency exists during the process of finding
connected pixels. The dependency must be removed in order to take the advantages
of GPU architecture.
In our design of the parallel implementation, one GPU thread handles one
pixel associating with the initial label generated by the Initial Labeling phase. The
thread accesses the neighbor pixels in the global memory of the GPU, and compares
the label of the pixel it operates to the labels of those neighbor pixels. The lowest
19

label will be used to replace the initial label of the pixel of the thread. In terms of
the neighborhood, only 3-connectivity is considered: top, lef t and f ront as shown in
Figure 4.2, top is the neighbor pixel above the current pixel of the thread, lef t is the
neighbor pixel on the left. Both of them are in the same frame. f ront is the pixel at
the same coordinates in the previous frame. The 3-connectivity scheme is sufficient to
find the lowest label in the neighborhood. This is because initial labels are assigned
based on the raster scan order. Pixels in a later frame are guaranteed with larger
label values than those in the former frame, and the below and right neighbor pixels
of the same frame are sure to have larger label values.

Figure 4.2: 3-Connectivity showing the neighborhood pixels considered for find
lowest label. Green pixel is the current pixel.

Though the process of checking connectivity finds new labels for certain pixels,
it does not identify any connected components. Actually, it builds a link for the pixel
to the earliest labeled neighbor pixel in the neighborhood. By tracing all subsequences
of the local links, we can find paths to the root pixels. Pixels on the same path should
be grouped into the same connected component. Thus, those links representing how
pixels are connected are important information for our CCL algorithm. We store
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them in an array called Equivalent List, denoted as EList. Each element in EList
corresponds to a pixel; the value of the element is the lowest label found by the 3connectivity scheme. EList is allocated in GPU memory and initially filled with the
initial labels from the raster scanning. Note that the index of the element is equal to
the initial label assigned during the initialization.
For any foreground pixel, the path may sprawl in two directions: towards the
top-left corner of the frame or going in the reverse direction of the depth through
the former frames. Two path ways that can be followed in the EList are shown in
Figure 4.3. With EList, we want to replace labels of the pixels with their root labels.
The details of finding root labels is shown in Algorithm 1. Pixels are processed in
parallel. We first need to evaluate if a pixel is foreground or not. Then, the pixel label
is the root label if its value is equal to the value of the corresponding EList element;
otherwise, we go through the subsequences of the links by back-traversing EList to
find the root label, and replace the value of the corresponding EList element with
the found root label. After executing this algorithm, the value of each EList element
is the root label that the pixel eventually connects to.
Algorithm 1 Finding the root labels
function EList FindRootLabels(EList)
for each pixel pix of all frames in parallel do
if pix.label is valid then
. Checking if the pixel is foreground
l ← pix.label;
while l! = EList[pix.label] do
l ← EList[pix.label];
. Through the subsequences of links
end while
EList[pix.label] ← l;
. Replacing the value with found root label
end if
end for
end function
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(c) mixed path of (a) and (b)

(a) top-left path

(b) depth
path
time

Figure 4.3: An example showing three types of path. The paths are embedded in
EList. (a) is the top-left path towards the top-left corner of the frame; (b) is the
depth path towards the same pixel location of a former frame; (c) is the mixed type
of (a) and (b), where the root label at a former frame but the location may be varied
because of the path direction change in the intermediate frames.

4.3

Merging Fragmented Components

Using the root label to replace the label of a pixel produces connected components, where all pixels sharing the same root can now be labeled the same. However,
at this moment, a connected region in the frame may be unexpectedly divided into
multiple separate components. We called them fragmented components. During the
process of finding the root, the pixel may follow the top-left path, and one of its
neighbors may follow the depth path towards the former frames, as presented in the
example paths (a) and (c) in Figure 4.3. The two adjacent pixels on different paths
should be labeled to the same connected component; but they are not, because their
root labels are different in the EList. We must solve the problem of fragmented
components. EList needs to be updated so that the actual linked pixels through
paths have the same root label stored in EList. To do that in parallel, threads are
launched, where one thread is assigned with one pixel. If it is a foreground pixel, the
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thread accesses its 4 neighbor pixels in the same frame: topP ix, bottomP ix, lef tP ix
and rightP ix. If they have the same label as the thread pixel, no fragment exists at
this pixel location; otherwise, we find the lowest root label among the five pixels in
the neighborhood and then update the value of the root pixel for this pixel in corresponding EList with the minimum root label from the neighborhood. We present the
detail in Algorithm 2. Since many threads may update for this pixel in EList, a race
condition may occur. Thus, we use atomicMin function to serialize all the request to
the memory location of this element.
Algorithm 2 Link Phase
function link-phase(EList)
for each pixel pix of all frames in parallel do
if pix.label is valid then
root ← EList[pix.label];
topRoot ← EList[topP ix.label];
rightRoot ← EList[rightP ix.label];
bottomRoot ← EList[bottomP ix.label];
lef tRoot ← EList[lef tP ix.label];
minRoot ← min(root, topRoot, rightRoot, bottomRoot, lef tRoot);
atomicM in(EList[root], minRoot);
end if
end for
end function

Algorithm 3 Label Phase
function label-phase(EList)
for each pixel pix of all frames in parallel do
if pix.label is valid and pix.label! = EList[pix.label] then
EList[pix.label] ← EList[EList[pix.label]];
end if
end for
end function

By linking the adjacent root pixels to a common label, Algorithm 2 can merge
the fragmented components. However, pixels pointing to the previous root pixel have
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100
869

990

(a)

655

100
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100

(b)

100

100
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100

Figure 4.4: An example of fragmented components merged after two iterations.
Every pixel looks for a lower label in its 4-connectivity neighborhood in the frame: left,
right, top and bottom pixels. (a) is the first iteration that finds label replacement links:
990 → 100 and 869 → 655; (b) is the second iteration that finds the label replacement
link: 655 → 100. Without (a), the link 655 → 100 could not be discovered.

not been updated with the new root label in EList. We update EList for non-root
pixels using Algorithm 3.
M erging process is only able to merge two immediate neighboring fragments
as show in Figure 4.4. Thus to merge all the fragmented components of a connected
component we need to go through multiple iteration of linking and labeling process.
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Figure 4.5: Three phases of 3D Connected Component Labeling shown for sample
dataset.
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CHAPTER 5

GPU OUT-OF-CORE FOR COMPONENT MERGING

If GPU had infinite memory, we could load all frames to GPU memory and
apply our 3D CCL algorithm to find connected components with a single execution.
However, while GPU is praised because of its computational power and capability
for general-purpose computation, the size of GPU memory is limited. Standard GPU
devices on the market are often configured with 2-4GB memory. The best GPU we
know is NVIDIA Quadro K6000 configured with 12GB memory, whose size is still far
less than what we need to process big data, and the price is more than $4K. Since
the large amount of data cannot fit into GPU memory, we have to frequently transfer
data to and from CPU to GPU during the runtime, which are often referred to as
GPU Out-Of-Core techniques.
Frames are divided into batches. Each batch corresponds to a subset of successive frames of the entire sequence. Batch size is a user defined parameter and
usually determined by the number of frames that GPU memory can hold. CCL is
applied to each batch, as shown Figure 3.1. As a result, connected components in
a batch are labeled correctly. The major issue of this batch-based approach is the
loss of connectivity between batches. One situation is that a connected component
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identified in the current batch may continue in the next batch, and may continue in
the following ones, but it is labeled as separate components. We need to merge those
adjacent components across the batches. Merging these adjacent components requires
detecting and linking such components across multiple batches and labeling them as
the same. However, as we see in Section 5.3, this process is not trivial and can be
highly memory expensive. In this chapter, We present a novel parallel approach that
merges the batches with efficient memory usage on GPU.

5.1

Intuition

After applying the CCL algorithm to all batches, regions extending over multiple batches are labeled differently in each batch. They appear as Segmented Components, as shown in Figure 5.1 with an example of 3 batches. Note that, we initially
use the row scan order to assign labels to pixels across all batches, so former batches
have smaller labels than later ones. We have four basic types of regions:
Spanning regions are the regions that extend from one batch to another. They
appear as a single volume across multiple batches without branching.
Divergent regions are the regions that have branches in one batch, and these
branches span to next batch and may grow out new branches. Over a number
of frames, such divergent behaviors make a clustered region become scattered.
Convergent regions are the regions separate in a batch and gradually merged into
one after they extend into later batches. During the convergence, the regions initially are scattered and become clustered eventually with the branches grouped.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Batch 1

Batch 2

Batch 3

Figure 5.1: An example showing four basic types of regions that are segmented
after applying CCL algorithm to individual batches. (a) is a spanning region; (b) is
a convergent region; (c) is a confined region; (d) is a divergent region. A complex
region may be a mix of (a), (b) and (d).

Segmented components in a convergent region should be labeled as a single component.
Confined regions are the regions that starts and ends in a single batch. They do
not connect to the boundaries of the batch. There is no segmented component
in this type of region.
The objective here is to merge segmented components in the spanning, divergent or convergent regions as they extend over the batches. There are many existing
approaches to solve this merging problem. In their article, Samtaney et al. [?] provide
a survey of techniques used to track and merge such regions for time varying datasets.
Silver and Wang [?] provide an in-depth discussion on tracking volumetric features in
a time varying dataset. The idea is to use the overlapping of features from one frame
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to another as a method of connecting those features. The assumption is that enough
sampling is done so that detecting overlap of features between frames is easy. Features to be tracked are stored in octree data structure, one for each time step. When
feature from one time step overlap with feature from next time step, corresponding
octree0 s are merged to obtain a common tree. However, matching of features is done
on case by case basis for each type of region. Similarly, detecting of singularities in
vector field described by Garth et al. [?] involves a case by case merging of regions as
post processing step.
In this approach, the results of batch-based CCL show that label changes of
a region across different batches happen only at the border frames between batches.
More specifically, they happen only between the last frame of one batch and first
frame of the next batch. Investigating the border frames can let us know how those
segmented components should be connected. Also, working with only border frames
can avoid the complexity caused by different region types. We propose a generalized
approach for merging the segmented components based on hash table. It works for
all type of regions so that we do not have to treat merging of each type as a separate
case.

5.2

Hit Detections on Border Frames

Given two adjacent border frames of two batches, we want to find out overlapped foreground pixels, which indicate the connected locations of segmented components. We define Hit as a condition where a foreground pixel in one border frame
encounters the foreground pixel in the other border frame at the same location but
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with a different label. Let’s denote F1 and F2 to be the adjacent border frames. The
labels of the foreground pixels at location (x, y) are a = F2 (x, y) and b = F1 (x, y),
respectively. A hit occurs if F1 (x, y) 6= F2 (x, y). Hit regarding the labels is denoted
as a → b, where a > b. Then, all pixels whose labels are a are replaced with b, so
that these two segmented components are merged. Note, for a convergent region, a
label in the latter batch may encounter multiple labels in the former batch. I assign
the lowest label in the former batch to the label.
For multiple batches, we may obtain a sequence of hits indicating the direction
that later segmented components should merge to. Hit Transition Path (HTP) is
defined as: if a → b and b → c then a → c, where a > b > c. This transition path
can be extended to any number of segmented components. Given a hit transition
path n0 → n1 → ... → nt , we have {n0 , n1 , ..., nt−1 } → nt , where ni > ni+1 . Thus, by
maintaining hit information and resolving transition paths, we can merge segmented
components in the regions that converge, diverge or span across all batches. Using
a sequential approach we would need to compare adjacent pixels from both border
frames, one at time, to detect and record all the hits. Hit transition paths in recorded
hits are then resolved one at a time. This could take a lot of time if the frame sizes
are very large and there are lot of border frames to be compared. This time can be
reduced by parallelizing this process, a thread is run for each adjacent pixel pair which
detects and records possible hits. After recording all hits, next set of thread is run to
resolve all hit transition paths, on for each hit. Since all thread can run in parallel
the amount of time required to record and resolve hits is significantly reduced.
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5.3

Hit Transition Paths (HTP) on GPU

The straight-forward way to store hit transition paths on GPU is using array.
Assuming the range of label values given to all frames is [0, r], we can allocate a block
of GPU memory for array HT P whose size is r + 1. Each element of HT P represents
a label, and its value represent the label of the pixel that it hits, e.g., the hits a → b,
b → c (a > b > c) corresponds to HT P [a] = b, HT P [b] = c. This array structure
can be used to merge segmented components. However, this is not suitable for large
datasets. Using this array structure, we will run into the problem of memory wastage.
Though labels of background pixels are set to be invalid, our CCL algorithm reserves
valid label values for them and they use elements of HT P ; but the values of those
elements are invalid indicating they will not be detected by any hits. Depending
on the dimension size and the occupancy ratio of foreground pixels, the number of
such unused elements could be large. For example, a sample weather data normally
contains 1-5 percent of foreground pixels, which would mean that only 1-5 percent
of array space would be valid. This value falls down even further after applying
CCL. Components in the confined regions do not reach on either border frames of
a batch. Labels of those components will not hit any other labels, so values of the
corresponding elements in HT P are set to be invalid. The number of confined regions
can be affected by the size of batches. More frames are in a batch, possibly more
confined regions can be identified, consequently, more elements of HT P are unused.
Existence of background pixels and confined regions causes memory wastage, which
is significant drawback since GPU memory size is very limited. Another problem is
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that HT P may not fit into GPU memory. Assuming a 2GB GPU device, for the
weather data used in our project as an example, a frame is 7000x3500 binary image,
which means approximately 24 million labels are need. Using unsigned long for label
type, One frame of HT P requires approximately 200 MB memory. Thus we can
process a maximum of 10 frames on the GPU that contains about one hour weather
information, which is far less than what we need.
Set could be a possible data structure. It has been used in CPU based CCL algorithms with Union-find technique. It is a dynamic structure that can store only the
hits so we can avoid wasting memory space. However, set is a non-linear data structure that requires dynamic memory allocations and complex pointer management.
Managing concurrent operations like multiple threads recording same hit is especially
challenging for this data structure. Also, storing hits and resolving hits transition
path using set data structure would lead to very non-uniform memory access which
would degrade GPU performance. [?].

5.4

Memory-Efficent Structure for HTP

To efficiently use GPU memory, we adopt a hash table. Though the underling
data structure used to implement the hash table is usually an array, the hashing function for inserting data elements allows to store only the needed information. In our
case, we use the hash table to store only the hits rather than taking the whole labels.
GPU algorithms for hash tables have already been studied. Alcantara [?] proposed
various algorithms to implement hash tables on GPU, which built millions of items
at fast rates that provide efficient random access to enable interactive applications.
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In our application, for a hit a → b, a is the key to access the hash table and b
is the value assigned to the element returned by the hashing function using the key.
Each element of the hash table contains a pair of items (key, value), e.g., (a, b). We
use the hashing function described by Alcantara [?]:

h(a) = (α × a + β)

mod p)

mod m

(5.1)

where, α and β are odd positive integers which are determined through trial
to provide an even distribution of keys in the hash table. Since prime number based
hashing function leads to optimized spatial hashing [?,?], p is set to the largest 64-bit
prime number, which is 18,446,744,073,709,551,557. m is the size of the hash table
determined by the available size of GPU memory. Linear probing method is used
to resolve collisions, occurring when the hashing function maps a key to the element
already taken by another key.
When implementing this hash table on GPU, each thread is assigned to evaluate the hit of one pair of pixels of two adjacent border frames. There is possibility of
losing hits during the insertion because multiple threads may access the same element
of the table. This is commonly known as a race condition, which usually leads to the
issue of value inconsistency. To resolve this issue atomic check-and-set operation is
used. If the thread finds out the element is empty, the value is immediately inserted;
otherwise, the element is protected by forcing thread accesses to be serialized. No
race condition occurs when retrieving values from the hash table because no changes
are made to the table. To perform a retrieval, a thread simply hashes into the table
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using the key’s probe sequence and stops when either the key is found or an empty
element is found.

5.5

Insert Operation

In this section, we describe the detail of insert operation. When a thread
identifies a hit, there are three scenarios to insert it to the hash table: (1) Key of the
hit is not in the table, which means this hit occurs for the first time. Thus, we find an
empty element using the hashing function to add this hit to the hash table; (2) The
hit occurs in a spanning or divergent region. As we know, the key refers to the label
of the pixel in the later border frame. This label in either of these regions can hit only
one label in the former border frame; (3) The hit occurs in a convergent region. The
label in this region may hit multiple labels of the former border frame. For example,
in a convergent region, we may have two hits: a → b and a → c (a > b > c). This
means the segmented components labeled as b and c are converged to the segmented
component a. It is obvious that the final hit for a should be a → c. We can also find
that b and c are actually connected through a, so we have an Indirect Hit, b → c,
which should be also added into the hash table. A sample case of direct and indirect
hit generated during border frame comparison is shown in Figure 5.2. The algorithm
of insert operation is described in Algorithm 4. When a hit occurs and there is an
element containing the same key as the hit, an indirect hit may occur if the value of
the hit is not equal to the value of the element. The larger value becomes the key,
and the smaller value become the value of the indirect hit.
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Figure 5.2: Direct and Indirect hits generated during the border frame comparison.

Creation of an indirect hit may cause another indirect hit; like in the previous
example, the indirect hit b → c would make all labels, which previously collide with
b, now collide with c. Such deep recursion would result in a chain of indirect hits in
a single GPU thread. In the parameter list of Insert function shown in Algorithm 4,
We add the f lag parameter to make sure that the Insert function creates and adds
at most one indirect hit to the hash table. The reason to avoid per-thread recursion
is due to the performance issue caused by thread divergence. If the chain of indirect
hits leads to a deep recursive stack, we would have much thread divergence, where
the thread has to write values to multiple memory locations sequentially. That would
significantly lower the performance, or may even cause the deadlock.
Now the direct hits and one-level of indirect hits are inserted into the hash
table. Given the key of a hit in the table, we can find the root label that the key
should finally collide with by back-traversing the hash table. The back-traversing
process to find root is shown in Algorithm 5. Then, the value of this hit is replaced
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Algorithm 4 Build Hash Table
function insert(hit, HT P , f lag)
Find the element e in HT P using the hashing function h(hit.key);
if e is empty then
. key of the hit is not in the table
e.key ← hit.key;
e.value ← hit.value;
else
. key of the hit is previously registered in the table
old ← e.value;
new ← hit.value;
e.value ← min(old, new);
if f lag is true and old 6= new then
if old > new then
indirect hit.key ← old;
indirect hit.value ← new;
else
indirect hit.key ← new;
indirect hit.value ← old;
end if
insert(indirect hit, f alse);
end if
end if
end function
function build-hash-table(HT P , f1 , f2 )
for each pair of pixels overlapped in border frames f1 and f2 in parallel do
if hit occurs then
Insert(hit, HT P , true);
end if
end for
end function
by root. This is done in parallel by assigning each element of the hash table to a
GPU thread.
However, the hash table of hits is incomplete. As we previously mentioned,
an indirect hit may lead to another generation of indirect hit, which should also be
inserted to the table. To avoid thread divergence problem caused by recursive generations of indirect hits, we used a f lag parameter in algorithm 4 to prevent recursive
calls in a single GPU thread. To obtain all indirect hits, we need to continue building
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Algorithm 5 Resolve HTP
function resolve-HTP(HT P )
for each element e in HT P in parallel do
if e is not empty then
key ← e.value;
root ← e.value;
while retrieving a valid element e0 with key do
if e0 .value is valid then
root ← e0 .value;
end if
key ← e0 .value;
end while
e.value ← root;
end if
end for
end function
the hash table by recursively calling the kernel function BUILD-HASH-TABLE(f1,
f2). Prior to each kernel call, labels on the two border frames must be updated using
the current version of hash table. Pixels are relabeled using Algorithm 6. The hashing
function h() uses the label of the pixel as the key and the returned value is the root
label in the former batch with which it collides.
Algorithm 6 Relabel
function relabel(f rame, HT P )
for each pixel pix of f rame in parallel do
if pix is foreground then
find element e in HTP using hashing function h(pix.label);
pix.label ← e.value;
end if
end for
end function

After applying Relabel() function to the two adjacent border frames, labels
in the frames are consistent to the value range of the hash table; then, we overlay
them and discover the next level of indirect hits, by calling BUILD-HASH-TABLE()
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function with the inputs of the two relabeled frames. The hash table will be complete
when reaching a stage of recursive kernel calls that no hit is generated. After the
hash table is finally generated, we use it to relabel each frame in every batch. As a
result, segmented components across the batches are merged.
Algorithm 7 Generate Hit Transition Path
function generate-HTP(f1 , f2 )
initialize an empty hash table HT P ;
while there is a hit between f1 and f2 do
build-hash-table(HT P , f1 , f2 );
resolve-HTP(HT P );
relabel(f1 , HT P );
relabel(f2 , HT P );
end while
end function
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CHAPTER 6

GLOBAL PIPELINE FOR LARGE DATA LABELING

Using the batch wise CCL and out-of-core merging technique, labeling large
amount of weather data is possible. However, the amount of frames that needs to be
labeled can be too large to fit in CPU memory. So a major portion of weather data
is stored in hard drive. In some cases data can be too large to fit in hard drive as
well. Our algorithm requires data to be pushed in and out of GPU memory during
the labeling and merging process. This is facilitated by defining a pipeline for moving
data in and out of GPU.
We define our batch size to be the maximum number of frames that can be
loaded and processed in GPU. However, since CPU memory is much larger than GPU
memory, more frames can be loaded in CPU memory than GPU memory. Normally
the number of frames loaded in CPU memory is a multiple of batch size. All the
frames loaded in CPU memory constitutes a package. A package is a collection of
batches. Finally hard disk is much more larger than CPU memory as such it can store
lot of these packages. The size of each frame is large, raw data frames are roughly 98
MB in size while processed data frames are 196 MB in size. Reading and writing such
large files in and out of hard disk is a time consuming operations and significantly
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Figure 6.1: Global processing pipeline based on memory hierarchy for labeling large
data.

affects the runtime of our algorithm. To make this process faster, we store compressed
version of data in hard disk. This data is compressed/decompressed in CPU using
QuickLZ compression library which is based on ‘quicklz’ compression/decompression
algorithm. QuickLZ is the world’s fastest compression library, reaching 308 Mbyte/s
per core. So, even though it does not provide a high compression ratio, it provides
a high compression speed which is essential for our purpose. Figure 6.1 show the
organization of proposed global processing pipeline based on this storage hierarchy.

6.1

Pipeline for Batch Wise CCL

A package is transfered from hard drive to CPU memory in a single read
operation. Batches in this package are then push in and out of GPU for labeling,
one at a time. Once all the batches in the package are labeled. This package is then
written back to hard disk as a single write operation. This process is repeated for
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all the remaining packages in hard disk. Performing single read and write operations
reduced the I/O time taken to load and save the data to and from hard disk.

6.2

Pipeline for Merge and Relabel

For merging the fragmented component we only need the border frames from
each batch to determine the hits. Thus, We only load the consecutive border frames to
GPU memory and carry out the merging process. At the end when all hits have been
resolved, final re-labeling of all the frames is done using the package-based pipeline
described in Section 6.1.
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CHAPTER 7

RESULTS

We demonstrate the efficiency of this GPU algorithm using a real world dataset.
The dataset used is the large-scale weather data from National Weather Service
(NWS). It is a composite data generated by combining individual radar data obtained from network of NWS radars all over the United States. Data was collected
for every 5 minutes. The collection process may go forever day and night. The original
data may be noisy due to unexpected interference like birds, dust, etc. The dataset
used in our experiment has been preprocessed, where the noise has been removed and
the rain has been vertically integrated. The result of the algorithm is a set of labeled
data frames, the value of each data element is an integer label. Figure 7.1 shows an
example of a labeled frame using our algorithm.

7.1

Configuration

The experimental software tool supporting the proposed algorithm has been
implemented on a 64-bit Linux system using C and GeForce GTX 980 with NVIDIA
CUDA 7.0 SDK. The size of hard drive is 1 TB; the size of CPU main memory is 16
GB; the size of GPU memory is 4 GB.
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Figure 7.1: An example frame labeled with the proposed algorithm. The input frame
is converted into a binary image, where foreground pixels are black and background
pixels are white. The algorithm finds the connected components by giving each of
them a unique label. The result image represents the connected components using
different colors.

The dataset used in the experiment is for 2 months (17,568 frames) for the
continental US. The dimension of each data frame is 7000 × 3500, storing an array
of floating point numerical values. The size of each initial data frame is about 98
MB. Thus, in total, we have about 1.6 TB data in total. The size of each final
labeled frame after processing expands to 196 MB. Thus, the processed data occupies
around 3.2 TB. However, due to hard disk size limitation, data to be processed and all
intermediate data frames generated during labeling operation is stored in hard drive
in compressed form using QuickLZ compression library. The raw compressed data
occupied around 480 KB per frame. Total raw data after compression occupies around
8 GB of disk space. Compressed processed data occupies 2.7 MB per frame, totaling
to 46 GB. Compressed raw data is streamed from hard drive to the main memory
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where it is decompressed, and then further stream it to the GPU as batches. The
complexity of the weather dataset used for performance test is sufficient to represent
the benchmarks of our target application domains.
Weather scientists are interested in labeled connected components in the regions of precipitation greater than 0 millimeter. We use this as the threshold to
convert the frame to a binary image, where data element with a value smaller than
the threshold is set to be a background pixel; otherwise, it is a foreground pixel. Since
our parallel algorithm requires each pixel initially associates a label, incrementing in
a row scan order regardless of whether it is a foreground or background pixel, we use
the type unsigned long long int for label values because it provides a large range of
[0, 264 − 1]. In our experiment, range overflow never occurs.
Data stored in the hard drive is divided into batches. A batch of frames is
eventually sent to GPU for processing. The batch size (# of frames per batch) is
determined by the GPU memory capacity. Batch size is set to 16 frames. Table 7.1
lists the parameter configurations used for the test dataset. HT P (the hash table) is
implemented as a fixed array structure on the GPU. The maximal size of HT P is set
to 30 million slots taking approximately 3 GB memory. α and β are two parameters
defined in the hashing function in Equation 5.1. Their values are set to achieve
optimal spatial distribution of keys as suggested by Alcantara [?].

7.2

Performance Evaluation

The total time of our labeling system for 17,568 frames is 4 hours 7 minutes
and 31 seconds with a throughput of 410 frames/minute. The overall performance
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Table 7.1: Parameter configurations
Parameters
Batch size
# of frames
# of batches
HT P size
α (Equation 5.1)
β (Equation 5.1)

Config. values
16 frames per batch
17,568
1,098
30 million slots
3
5

scales linearly with respect to the number of data frames. With the 3D CCL algorithm described in Chapter 4, we correctly labeled the frames in every batch. Since
the connectivity across the batches could not be identified when they were labeled
independently, our batch merging algorithm described in Chapter 5 successfully reconnected them. The performance breakdowns of these two phases are detailed in
Table 7.2. The size of dataset is much larger than the CPU memory and GPU memory
sizes. Batches have to be transferred between hard drive, CPU and GPU frequently.
The operations are classified as GPU Processing and Data Transfer. As shown in
Table 7.2, data transfer time dominates in the overall time. This is mainly because
the limited bandwidths of I/O bus (for HD-CPU communication) and PCI bus (for
CPU-GPU communication). According to the hardware configurations of the testing
machine, for the batch-wise CCL we were capable of sending 3 batches (48 frames
per batch) at a time from the hard drive to CPU. Each batch was then sent to GPU
for labeling and then label data was brought back to CPU memory. Thus, initial
data and label data occupies around 10 GB of CPU memory. CCL required a total of
35,136 executions of the File I/O commands, reading and writing 3 batches at a time.
CCL also required 2,196 executions of CPU-GPU memory copy commands, one for
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Table 7.2: Performance breakdowns for the 3D CCL and the batch merging algorithms.
3D CCL Algorithm
Batch Merging Algorithm
Time Percentage
Time
Percentage
Operations
Operations
(second)
(%)
(second)
(%)
Initial
Building
47.11
1.22
51.127
0.47
Labeling
HTP
GPU
GPU
Finding
75.214
1.94
Processing
Processing
Root Labels
Relabeling
11.358
0.10
Merging
145.818
3.76
Fragments
Mem. copy
Mem. copy
536.977
13.86
1714.862
15.61
(CPU-GPU)
(CPU-GPU)
Data
File I/O
Data
File I/O
3069.771
79.22
9217.269
83.92
Transfer (HD-CPU)
Transfer (HD-CPU)
Total
3,874.89
100
Total
10,983.258
100

each batch. This made the data transfer operation significantly time-consuming. A
similar situation occured for the batch merging algorithm. The situation is slightly
better than the CCL algorithm because the Building HTP operation needs only border frames of the batches to be transferred to the GPU.
GPU processing operations are efficient: 3D CCL algorithm takes only 5.39%
of the total running time (805.119 out of 14858.148 seconds) while Batch Merging
algorithm takes only 11.96% of the total running time (1777.347 out of 14858.148
seconds). Hence, total time spent is GPU operation for labeling is 17.35% of the
total time (2577.89 out of 14858.148 seconds) as such Data Transfer is the major
time consuming part of our application. Proposed parallel implementation requests
one GPU thread to handle a single pixel. When a batch is sent to the GPU, a total of
392 million pixels are processed in parallel. The GPU device used in the experiment
supports 1,048,576 concurrent threads, so the parallel implementation guarantees a
maximum utilization of GPU computational resources.
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Among all GPU processing operations, Merging fragments is the most timeconsuming one. In this step, each threads is trying to update its corresponding root
pixel with the value of the minimum label in its neighborhood. To avoid the race
condition caused by multiple threads and ensure sequential access atomic operation is
used, which leads to slow runtime for this operation. Its performance is also affected
by the complexity of regions in the frames. Although Building HTP also involves
extensive use of atomic operations, due low utilization of hash table (about 10% of
total available slots) and even distribution of keys, concurrent access to same hash
table location is low which leads to minimum use of atomic function.

7.3

Evaluation of EList

EList records the information of how a pixel follows a path to the root
pixel (top-left path, depth path or a mix of these two). As we discussed in Section 4.2, threads handling pixels to perform Finding root labels backward traverse the
EList, and they may take different time to finish according to the varied length of
the path it follows. Thus, the time of Finding root labels is mainly influenced by the
execution time of the threads that associate with long paths.
Also, EList must be updated (see Section 4.3) to resolve fragment issues. Two
adjacent pixels may follow different paths to their root pixels. This fact causes a region
to be fragmented. Fragments belonging to a connected component must be merged.
To do that, algorithm iteratively updates corresponding elements in EList. This
iterative manner makes the time spent on Merging Fragments dominates in the CCL
algorithm. However, the time is not dramatically high, in contrast to the time of over
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a thousand seconds spent on data transfer operations. In average, for each batch we
need 4 iterations to update EList. As shown in Figure ??, the number of fragments
is significantly large after the first iteration; but this number is exponentially reduced
in next iterations. This operation is time consuming because multiple threads are
trying to update the same root pixel with the minimum label in its neighborhood, so
we use atomic operations to achieve consistent Elist leading to slow runtime.

Figure 7.2: The averaged number of fragments remaining in a batch over multiple iterations. In average, the fragmented components are resolved in 4 iterations.
The averaged numbers of fragments per batch after each iteration are: 1st iteration:
1,390,764, 2nd iteration: 33,631; 3rd iteration: 18, 4th iteration: 0.

7.4

Evaluation of HT P

Our hash table implementation allows us to merge different types of regions
described in Section 5.1. Figure 7.3 shows one of the convergent region being labeled
the same using the hash table based approach. Figure 7.4 show the case of a divergent
region being labeled as the same.
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Figure 7.3: A convergent regions being labeled as same using the proposed algorithm

Figure 7.4: A divergent region being labeled as same using the proposed algorithm

HT P is the hash table built on the GPU for merging the batches. It has
to have a fixed maximal size so that it is able to be allocated in the GPU memory.
The maximal size is set to be 30 million slots. The actual number of slots being
used for storing the hits is 2,963,854, which is 10% of the total number of slots. To
avoid the problem of thread divergence, Algorithm only allows one level of indirect
hits to be written into the HT P at each iteration of kernel calls. The process of
iteratively writing hits to HT P stops when there is no more indirect hits discovered.
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In average, it needs 8 iterations to finish the building of HT P . Figure 7.5 shows the
averaged number of inserts over multiple iterations. Figure 7.4 shown average number
of updates made in hash table over multiple iterations. Insert denotes adding a new
hit into the table and Update denotes updating previous hit with new minimum label
value (includes updates due to indirect hits). Table 7.3 summarizes total number of
inserts and updates made during the merge and relabel phase of this algorithm. Also,
the worst case linear chaining length is 27.

Figure 7.5: The averaged number of inserts made in hash table over multiple iterations.

It is important to note that performance of Building HTP operation is directly
dependent on the number of unique hits detected. As more unique hits are detected,
more and more slots in the hash table are occupied causing increased use of atomic
functions due to multiple threads accessing same memory locations. So, increasing
the number of batches increases the number of border frames to compare, which in
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Figure 7.6: The averaged number of updates made in hash table over multiple
iterations.

turn increases the number of hits leading to slow down in Building HPT operations
performance.

Table 7.3: Total number of Hash table inserts and updates obtained after running
Merge and Relabel Phase. Only 10% of hash table slots was utilized with maximum
chaining length of 27 slots.
Hash Table Statistics
Inserts
Updates
Maximum Prove Length
Total Utilization (%)

7.5

Total Value
2,963,854
52,935
27
10%

CPU based implementation

For big data applications, a popular platform is clustering or supercomputing systems. Clusters or supercomputers are unique resources that enable scientific
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discoveries with large-scale computational powers. They are configured for generalpurpose high computation, intending to be for a diverse set of high cost applications.
The clustering system used for the experiment contains 9 nodes, and each nodes is
configured with 2 X Intel(R) Xeon(R) 2.90GHz CPU and 48 GB RAM. The operating
system is Linux.
In the cluster-based approach, the dataset is evenly partitioned into chunks
and sent to each node. Each node uses traditional CCL algorithm to label every
frame by growing a region from a seed pixel. Then, the merging process is performed
with a set structure. Each label corresponds to a unique set, and all elements in the
set will be merged to the label. When two labels in two adjacent frames overlap, their
sets are merged and the lower label becomes the representative label of the new set.
Merging process is repeated by going through frames in forward and backward pass
until no more merging takes place. Once all frames in a node are labeled, the master
node collects the frames back from all nodes, and then merger them using the same
set-based data structure.
The core algrotihm used in this cluster-based implementation is a traditional
CPU based CCL algorithm. Each node processes a section of the entire dataset.
Also, minimal amount of data transfer takes place between the nodes when they are
processing their section of the dataset. Merging of these sections is carried out by the
master node. So each node in isolation is carrying out CCL for a section of dataset
using a CPU based technique. As such, it provides a reasonable CPU comparison for
our GPU based implementation.
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This cluster system has advantages that a single GPU device can not provide:
(1) the cluster system has much bigger memory size distributed in nodes, so more
data can be processed at a time and fewer data transfer operations are required.
For our GPU implementation, data transfer is slow due to high frequency of the
operation calls. In the cluster system, data is sent to nodes through network buses;
in our GPU implementation, data moves through the memory hierarchy (hard drive
to CPU to GPU). At each level, data has to be further partitioned in order to fit
into the memory at next level. This is another reason of increasing data transfer
time; (2) the region growing technique used in cluster-based implementation has
advantages of ignoring background pixels. This is important since the weather dataset
is very sparse and the foreground pixels are only 1-5% of the entire frame pixels.
Proposed GPU algorithm cannot distinguish foreground and background pixels prior
to processing them. Processing them all independently through GPU threads is the
essential requirements towards the GPU parallelism.
However, the cluster system is high cost. The cluster systems with such configuration generally cost $5000 to $8,000 dollars while ours GPU cost about $400-$500
dollars. Most established clustering and supercomputing systems have restrictions on
acquisition of their computing resources due to high volume of user requests. The
GPU-based computing system is portable and easy to configure and maintain.
The cluster system has the capability of storing 2-month dataset in distributed
memory space. It requests 313 minutes to generate the sets and merge them in multithreading manner. Note that the time measured for the cluster-based implementation
does not include the time spent on the initial data distribution to the nodes. Our GPU
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based implementation took a total of 247 minutes to process same amount of data
in a single desktop environment. A major botteneck for the GPU implementation
is the amount of time spent reading/writing data to/from the hard disk. Refering
to the Table 7.2, we can see that roughly 80% of the time is spent in reading and
writing data in and out of hard-drive. We made attempts to minimize this bottleneck
by using fast compression/decompression technique to minimize the amount of data
being transfered during this operation.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we propose a GPU accelerated solution for tracking MCS systems through large number of weather data frames. Frames are divided into batches
that can be processed in GPU at once. This division leads to problem of fragmented
components. These fragmented components were merged in GPU using memory efficient hash table data structure. This approach demonstrates one of the possible ways
in which we can track a feature spanning through large number of time frames. It is a
low cost solution for labeling large weather data using a single desktop environment.
There are some limitations for using this technique which is mainly due to
faulty dataset and unclear requirements. Even though it is a rare occurrence for two or
more unrelated storms (that brewed at large distance from each other) to eventually
come and merge together. Our CCL algorithm driven by the core requirement of
labeling all the merging events as same will label such storms as same. This is
normally a rare occurrence and handled as a special case by the domain experts.
Another case where erroneous results can be produces is when radar data from some
of the radar are missing in the composite frame, generally due to radar downtime.
Such cases may lead to missing link between the storms events and as such our CCL
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may incorrectly label them as separate storms. Such abnormalities in data is remedied
by using supplementary data (like GOES [?] satellite imagery) to provide information
to missing regions.
Future direction of this work would be to make this algorithm more robust to
such data and requirement limitations. This technique can also be scaled to multiGPU configuration. Each GPU can label different batches in parallel followed by
multi-GPU merge solution to combine fragmented components. However, data transfer would still remain a major cost in the operation due to the sheer volume and
size of data to be processed. This may be facilitated by using a compression based
pipeline that uses GPU compression and decompression to reduce the size of data
that needs to be moved in and out of the GPU core for processing.
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